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Japan
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River Bank Breach at the Asuwa River
River Bank Breach at the Maruyama River 
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Brief Introduction of Recent Flood 
Disasters in Japan
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Rainfall in Japan

One year (mean) 1,714 mm  

One day (max.) &
24 hours (max.)

1,317 mm (Tokushima, 2004)

One hour (max.) 187 mm (Nagasaki, 1982)

Ten minute 
(max.) 49mm (Kochi, 1946)
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Death Toll due to Natural Disasters in Japan
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19,486

2011

Japan Territory:
380,000 km2
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1998 flood disaster in Fukushima,
Tochigi and Ibaragi

1999,2014 sediment
disaster in Hiroshima 2000 flood disaster in Tokai area

2003 flood disaster
by Typhoon0310 in Hokkaido

2004, 2011 flood disaster
in Hokuriku area

2004 flood disaster in Shikoku Island

2004 flood disaster by Typhoon0421&0422

2007 flood disaster by Typhoon0709

2005 flood disaster by Typhoon 0514 in Miyazaki

2004 flood disaster by Typhoon0423

2006 flood disaster in
Southern Kyusyu

2008 flood disaster by
heavy rainfall in Kobe

Recent Major Flood Disasters in Japan
(from 1998 onwards)

2011 Tsunami disaster due to Tohoku
earthquake

2011 flood disaster by Typhoon 12

2010 flood disaster in Amami Oshima due to heavy
rainfall

2010 flood disaster due to heavy
rainfall in Hokkaido

2012,2013,2014 flood disaster due to
heavy rainfall (Kyoto), 2018 storm
surge & strong wind disaster in Osaka

2015 flood disaster in the Kinu
River basin

2016 flood disaster by Typhoon
1607, 09, 10, 11 in Hokkaido

2017 flood disaster in
Northern Kyusyu
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2019 Flood & strong wind Disasters 
caused by Typhoons 15 & 19

2018 flood disaster by
heavy rainfall in Okayama
and Ehime

Flood 
Flooding of Tokyo Metro in 1993

(Japan River Association) 07

Bank 
breach

Inundated by rain 
water

Inundated by river 
water

Flood : 2000.9.11-12, Nagoya   567mm/2days

Shinkawa River
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Bank breach 
due to seepage
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Flood Disaster in 2004 in Fukui Pref.

River Bank Breach in the Asuwa River

Destroyed Railway Bridge Pier

Buried Cars by a Debris Flow 10

Flood Disaster in 2004 in Hyogo Pref.
Inundation by River Bank Breach

(Maruyama River)

House Destroyed
River Bank Breach

Torii Bridge

Houses washed away by flooding water11

July 28, 2008 Kobe, Toga River

An example of the domestic field investigation 
on flood disaster in Kobe, 2008

5 persons were washed away and died

Water depth 
increases 1.3m in 
10 minites
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宇治市五ケ庄（弥陀次郎川）

Midajirou River with bed above ground

Midajirou R.

Uji R.

Bank Breach

Photo
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1946

1975

2008

Midajirou R.

池の埋立

宇
治
川

宅地化

宅地化 開発

宅地化 宅地化

宅地化

宇
治
川

宇
治
川

弥陀次郎川

弥陀次郎川

天井川区間

天井川区間

天井川区間

Time Change of 
Landuse in the 

Midajirou R. basin 
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Gokasho Uji (Midajirou R.）

Heavy Rainfall in 2012（Midajirou R.）
It exceeded the recorded rainfall of 1986 that generated severe 
damage at Southern part of 

Two times bigger than the 3-hour rainfall of 1953 that was the 
biggest one after the world war II.

Accumulated rainfall 
Uji（Uji City） ３０７㎜

（1953 Typhoon 13 202.6㎜ 1986 216.5㎜）

Terada（Joyo City) ３３２㎜ Yahata（Yahata City）
２８９㎜

3-hour rainfall intensity
186mm

1-hour precipitation
Uji（Uji City） ７４㎜

Terada（Joyo City） ７９㎜
Yahata（Yahata City）

１０３㎜ （return period 
>200 years）

【Bank breach】
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×

Concrete cover on the river bed was partially destroyed
After that, damage area was enlarged due to exfoliation

×

嵩上げｺﾝｸﾘｰﾄ倒壊

（堤内地側への倒壊）

①Landslide happened and 
debris flows and driftwood 
were flowout
②Flood flows containing 
boulders and driftwood flow 
down the channel
③Concrete cover on the 
riverbed was damaged by 
the boulders and strong 
shear flow
④Exfoliation was expanded  
and erosion progressed 
resulting in the falling of the 
parapet and bank breach

Before collapse

Immediately 
after collapse

※Countermeasures such as 
reinforcement of the riverbed 
by concrete cover should be 
done in urgent as well as the 
monitoring of water level and 
vegetation

Mechanism of Bank Breach of the Midajirou R.
（under investigation）

Parapet was 
collapsed due to 
instability 
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Damage (Aug.14, 2012)
志津川

古川

弥陀次郎川弥陀次郎川

弥陀次郎川

流出した河床コンクリート等

多量の流木の流出

多量の流木の流出

Tatakai River 
(Mimurodo Temple)

Death: 2persons
Houses completely destroyed: １７Houses 
partially destroyed: １５
Flooded above floor: ７０１
Flooded under floor: ２，３９３
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Damage (Aug.14, 2012)

Two cars were trapped by water at the under-pass of Keiji
bypass near Uji campus of Kyoto University. Water depth was 
around one meter deep. 

Driver’s story: I could not open the door and felt fear to be 
drowned. So that I broke the car window by umbrella and was 
saved. （Source: Report by the research center for Fluvial and Coastal Disasters, 
DPRI, Kyoto University) 18

Floods in the Uji River due 
to Typhoon 18, 2013

Usual Amagase dam state

Discharged from the crest gate firstly 
after the dam construction (1964)

Discharged from 4 crest 
and 3 conduit gates 

The last flood：
Max. inflow disch.: １３６０m3/s

→ decreased to ８６０ m3/s
Max. outflow discharge：１１６０ m3/s
Max. stored water: ８.７million m3

Max. discharge at Uji site:１３００ m3/s
Flood water level exceeded HWL
(designed water level) at Mukaijima site
Piping of river emb happed at 4 places Sliding and piping site 

19

Amagase Dam

Uji 
R.

20



2013 flood：
Integrated operations of 3 dams of Hinachi, Shourenji, and Murou were done.
→water level at Nabari site was decreased by 70 cm and avoided flooding there.
Flooding happed at the Iga city due to overtopping at the Kasumi Levee site.
Takayama Dam: By the dam operation, peak discharge was cut by 400 m3/s. 
Discharge downstream of the Kizu River was decreased 1,120 m3/s at most.
Nunome Dam: By the dam operation, peak discharge was cut by 100 m3/s, and 
discharge downstream of the dam was decreased 150 m3/s at most.

Flood situation of the flood plain in 
the Kizu River (Tono site, 12 km 
post from confluence of 3 rivers)

Air bubble released from the drain 
works along the interceptor

Drain works
Video

Interceptor（承水路）

Floods in the Kizu River due 
to Typhoon 18, 2013Hiyoshi Dam

Amagase Dam

Nunome Dam

Takayama Dam

Murou Dam
Shorenji Dam

Hinachi Dam

21
Source：MLIT

Water level was olmost overflowed
今にも流失しそうな渡月橋

久我橋下流での越水による浸水

Flood fighting by local people 

Floods in the Katsura River 
due to Typhoon 18, 2013Hiyoshi Dam
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Rain band generated by the low 
pressure of Typhoon 18 and 

Typhoon 17
Inundated Area

2015 flood disaster in the
Kinu River basin

Kinu R. Kokai R.
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平成27年9月の台風18号に伴う大雨による鬼怒川決壊：右下が上流（茨城県常総市））

https://www.aeroasahi.co.jp/news/detail.php?id=22

24
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Delay of evacuation, inundation in long term & wide area, may 
make many persons isolate due to flooding

10 days needed to drain inundated water
4,300 persons rescued due to delay of evacuation

1,339 persons rescued 
by helicopter 
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Awareness of hazard map by citizens 

About 60 % of 
residents took 
evacuation action

Evacuated during the flood disaster (N=４８９）

Evacuated to the refuge place

Evacuated to the safe place 
(not to the refuge place)

Stayed home (not evacuated)

土木学会の調査報告資料

41.5

28.6

292.

Have you ever seen Hazard map?（N=５１６）

I do not know hazardmap and have never seen it 61.0

I know and check it with family
I know how deep my house will be flooded 
from the hazard map information

I know how deep my house will be inundated 
without any information from the hazard map

7.0

6.4

2.3

I have ever seen hazard map 
but do not know where it is 18.4

I know where hazard map is but 
do not know what is written on 
it

3.9

I will see hazard map in urgent situation 0.8

No answer 2.3 26

Flood disaster at Iwaizumi town, Aug.30, 2016 by Typhoon 10
Catchment area

River length

Legend
Boundary
River
Road
Railway
Town boundary
Key station 9 people were killed in Ran Ran nursing home for the 

elderly

18:00、Aug. 30, 2016
Hourly rainfall intensity distribution by C-band radar
(top: wide range view        bottom: zoom up view)

(Source: PWRI Report ISSN 0386-5878)

2016 Flood disaster by Typhoon 10
at Iwaizumi town

After（2016年）

Before（2014年）

2719:00、Aug. 30, 2016

（0:00 July 5日
～24:00 July6）

福岡県 朝倉市

586.0mm

Soeda Town, Fukuoka
314.0mm

Hita City, Oita
402.5mm

50 100 200 300 400 (mm)

Asakura：2 times bigger 
than recorded 2 rank 
rainfall

Return period：
9-hour rainfall at 
Asakura：4500 million 
years
6-hour rainfall at Hita 
:31,000 years

Very rare event
（Prof. Tanaka, S. DPRI, 
Kyoto Univ.）

Asakura City, Fukuoka
586.00mm

Source：JWA

Flood disaster at northern Kyushu in July 5-6, 2017

28



Fukuoka

Saga

Kurume

Asakura

Omuta

Hita

北九州Flood disaster at northern Kyushu in July 5-6, 2017
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0 1km

Naragatani R.

Kita R.
Sozu R.

Akadani R.

30

Flood mark from 2m
above ground

Damage by both sediment
and driftwood is typical

Photos taken by Prof.
Kawaike, K.

31

Both sides of the bridge were 
buried with sediments and no 
water can be seen Photos taken by 

Prof. Kawaike, K. 32



Important issues seen in this disaster

●What happens in the river managed by the MLIT?
●What happens in the river managed by the prefecture?

by prefectureSection managed by MLIT

by city, town, village

Wide width

Riverbed variation ➡ small
Only water is dominant

Middle-narrow width

Riverbed variation ➡ big
（deposition）
Sediment and driftwood 
is dominant as well as 
water

Narrow width and 
steep slope

Riverbed variation ➡ big（erosion）
Sediment and driftwood is 
dominant as well as water

Designed flood discharge is estimated under the condition of without 
sediment deposition➡flooding of water, sediment and driftwood 
happens➡wrong information is shown on the hazard map

Middle reach: sediment and driftwood deposition

Once max.-scale of rainfall happened, ……….. 
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Flood Disaster in 2018

平成30年7月豪雨

Source https://www.data.jma.go.jp/obd/stats/data/bosai/report/2018/20180713/
jyun_sokuji20180628-0708.pdf

Rainfall from 0:00/June 28,2018     
to 24:00/July 08, 2018

Umaji Village, Yanase

Saijo City, Jojusha

Unzen dake

Saga City, Hokuzan

Fukuoka City, Sawara Wakiyama

Aki Ota Town, 
Uchiguroyama

Kagamino Town, 
Onbara

Chizu Cho, Chizu Fukuchiyama City, 
Sakaura

Gujo City, Hirugano

Sasayama City, Shitsukawa

Heavy Rainfall in July, 2018
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Flood disaster in Mabi Cho, 
Kurashiki City, Okayama Pref.

35 出典：https://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2018/07/photos-death-toll-reaches-200-in-devastating-japan-floods/565055/

Flood disaster in Mabi Town, Kurashiki City, Okayama Pref.
36



Flood and sediment hazard map of Kurashiki City 
(Mabi & Funao areas), Okayama Pref. (2017 version)
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Storm Surge and Strong Wind Disaster by Typhoon 21 (Jebi:チェービー), 2018
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Damage by flood at the Chikuma River Overtopping of river water at Hoyasu site,
Chikuma River, Nagano Prefecture 

2019 flood disasters caused by Typhoon 19

Damage by flood and 
sediment at Marumori 
Town

Damage by flood and 
driftwood at Marumori 
Town

Around 100 persons were killed by the disaster The Reasons Why Flood Disasters Become 
to Occur Frequently in Urban Area in Japan? 

1. Locating on low-lying area
2. Urbanization in the basin (especially in the upstream basins)
3. Delay of sewage system development
4. Delay of river improvement
5. Land subsidence due to drawing of underground water 
6. Extraordinary heavy rainfall (due to global climate 

change?)
7. Development of urban cities into very complicated structures

39



・Fluctuation range becomes bigger. Annual amount of rainfall becomes slightly small. 
（Risk of big flood and drought becomes bigger.）

・ Occurrence time bigger than 50 and 80mm/hr rainfall intensity in a year is increasing.

Comparing with rainfall data of 20years ago,
Occurrence time bigger than 
50mm/hr rainfall intensity is 1.4 times bigger 
and
80mm/hr rainfall intensity is 1.6 times bigger.

Recent rainfall event situation in Japan

◆Occurrence time bigger than 50mm/hr rainfall intensity in a 
year (1000Amedas Obs.）

Data Source: Japan Meteorological Agency Home Page

◆Yearly trend of annual rainfall in Japan

Data Source : Water Resources in Japan, 2012

1.6 times

Big fluctuation 
◆Occurrence time bigger than 80mm/hr rainfall intensity in a 
year (1000Amedas Obs.）

1,100

1,200

1,300

1,400

1,500

1,600

1,700

1,800

1,900

2,000

2,100

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Annual rainfall

5-year moving  average

Trend

(mm)

1.4 times
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2009〜2018:
約311回

1976〜
1985: 約226
回

2009〜2018:
約23回

1976〜1985:
約14回

Deviation is increasing

Flood Disasters in 2004

River Bank Breach at the Asuwa River,
Fukui Prefecture, Japan

41

Levee Breach due to Overtopping 
of the River Water caused by 

heavy rainfall on July 18, 2004

中角

天神橋

深谷

Catchment Area of the 
Kuzuryu River ：2,930km2

Catchment Area of the 
Asuwa River ：416km2

Asuwa River Length：61.7km

Asuwa River BasinAsuwa River Basin

Japan Sea

Pacific Ocean

Fukui 
Prefecture Kuzuryu River BasinKuzuryu River Basin

Asuwa River

Kuzuryu River

Hino River

Kuzuryu Lake

: Bank Breach

42

Overtopping and Bank Breach Point at 
the Asuwa River

: Overtopping
: Bank Breach

Saiwai B.

JR B.

Izumi B.

Kida B.

Arakawa
River

Asuwa River

0 500m

JR Fukui ST.

43



Water Level Change
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時刻

水位(T.P.+m)

通報水位　5.50

警戒水位　6.80

計画高水位　9.79

洪水位（危険水位）　8.60

欠測

12:50頃　ピーク水位 10.36

13:45頃　木田橋付近左岸で破堤

(1.5km downstream from the bank breach point)
12:15 
Overtopping 
at left bank

Water Level
(T.P. m)

(time)

Peak water level 10.36m

Left bank breached near Kida B.

Designed water level 9.79m

Dangerous water level 8.60m11:38
Evacuation 
advice 
issued 
(right bank 
side area)

12:22
Evacuation 
advice 
issued (left 
bank side 
area)

13:34
Evacuation 
order issued 
(left bank 
side area) Warning water level 6.80m

Reporting water level 5.50m
100 minutes

July 18, 2004
44

River Bank Breach in the Asuwa River
14:30

45

Evacuation

写真－１ 足羽川左岸福井市春日１丁目付
近での破堤の状況（2004年7月18日14:30
頃）（福井県資料より）

Around 14:00

Around 14:30 46

Inundated Area

Flooded through 
sewege pipe

Flooded area by overtopping and 
bank breach (260ha）

Breach point

Legend
Flooded area
within floor
above floor

Overtopped water volume before breach：320,000m3

Overtopped water volume after breach： 2,120,000m3 47



Why overtopping occurred?
 Bigger than current flow capacity

Qact=2,400m3/s  , Qcurrent=1,300m3/s (1/10)

 Increase of water level by some causes

under planning of river improvement and construction of 
flood control dam.

(designed level 1/150)
basin-wide averaged rainfall 228.9mm/6hours   1/1000

backwater effect by girder, jamming of driftwood 
at bridge piers, discharge of drainage water, etc.

48

Causes of increase of water level

JR bridge girder (14cm）

Discharge of drainage water from the 
Arakawa River（9cm）

Arakawa River
Asuwa R.

Earth mound inside the flood plain（4cm）

Deposits of driftwood 49

Why overtopping occurred?
 Bigger than current flow capacity

Qact=2,400m3/s  , Qcurrent=1,300m3/s 

 Increase of water level by some causes

 Meandering of river course

under planning of river improvement and construction of 
flood control dam.

backwater effect by girder, jamming of driftwood 
at bridge piers, discharge of drainage water, etc.

Water level becomes higher at outer bank than inner bank 
due to centrifugal force. Overtopping and bank breach 
occurred at outer bank.

50

Calculated water level and 
flow velocity vectors & contours

【Position: 4.6km,   Time : 13:00】

破堤地点

破堤地点Breach Point

Breach Point

Water Level

Flow Velocity

51



Why overtopping occurred?
 Bigger than current flow capacity

Qact=2,400m3/s  , Qcurrent=1,300m3/s 

 Increase of water level by some causes

 Meandering of river course

 Was left bank height lower than right bank? 

under planning of river improvement and construction of 
flood control dam.

backwater effect by girder, jamming of driftwood 
at bridge piers, discharge of drainage water, etc.

Water level becomes higher at outer bank than inner bank 
due to centrifugal force. Overtopping and bank breach 
occurred at outer bank.

→No 52

Causes of the bank breach

●Inspection of levee and foundation by boring test, in-situ test, 
soil testing, geophysical exploration, excavation of the levee, etc. 
have been done.
●Shear stresses due to overtopping flow on the levee surface 
have been evaluated.
●Investigation on seepage failure using seepage flow analysis 
under saturated and unsaturated conditions
●Investigation on failure by sliding using circular sliding analysis
●Investigation on failure by piping 
●Investigation on embankment failure using soil-water coupled 
analysis
●Field investigation

The embankment was breached because both the 
erosion by overtopping flow and seepage flow 
continues nearly for two hours and then local failure 
in the body progressed to the large scaled failure.

Several investigations have been done, for example, 
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Temporal change of the embankment

12:00 Leak of water 13:35 13:35～13:45
(by Daily Fukui）

14:30 (Fukui Newspaper）

14:37(Fukui Newspaper ）

16:00(Fukui Prefecture）

54

Bank breach process at the Asuwa River 
Designed water level（10:30）

Overtopping （12:15）

Bank breach（13:35～45）

Inflowing the river 
water（14:30）

Progressing the erosion 
of the body 

Bank protection works fell 
down due to erosion

Body is safe

Body is safe but 
infiltrated area is 
increasing

Erosion occurs by 
overtopping and weak 
area is increasing

Bank breach occurred 
and erosion of 
foundation layer can 
be seen.

Infiltrated area

Bank protection works

55



Flood Disasters in 2004

River Bank Breach at the Maruyama River,
Hyogo Prefecture, Japan

56

Maruyama River Basin

Catchment Area: 1,300km2

Mt. Maruyama（640.1m ）
Length: 68km 

Maruyama R.

Hyogo Pref.

Izushi R.

57

Bank Breach

Bank Breach and Overtopping places at the 
Maruyama and the Izushi Rivers

Overtopping 

Izushi River

Maruyama River

Tachino

Torii

The basin was inundated by heavy rain and flood water due to bank breach. 
The heavy rainfall was brought by the Typhoon 0423 on Oct 20, 2004.

58

Tachino B.

○Dead: 5persons
○Injured: 15persons
○Houses destroyed completely: 22, partially destroyed: 1,520
○Flooded above floor: 4,974 houses，below floor: 5,358
○Flooded area: 4083ha

（Report of the Maruyama River Bank 
Breach Investigation Committee）

Damages

Maruyama River
Bank Breach

59



Bank Breach at Tachino Site
Maruyama River

150m

Tachino B. Mruyama R.

Izushi R.

Bank Breach atTorii Site
Izushi River

Bank protection works

60

 現況の流下能力を上回る洪水規模

Why did overtopping and levee breach occur?
 Bigger than current flow capacity
Maruyama River: Qact=4,200m3/s , Qcurrent=3,900m3/s 

(at Tachino)
Izushi River:       Qact=1,000m3/s  , Qcurrent=800m3/s 

(at Torii)
At Tachino site, the levee was breached due to erosion by 
overtopping flow and seepage. The cross-sectional shape of 
the levee is not trapezoidal. The erosion firstly occurred at the 
terrace of the inland side of the levee by overtopping flow. 
Then this terrace was failed and erosion and seepage 
progressed. Finally, the levee was breached. 

At  Torii site, the embankment was breached due to erosion 
by overtopping flow. 
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Calculated water level and overtopping depth on the 
levee by 2-D flow model at Torii

Legend (peak)
Water level (m)

Bank breach section

Max. overflow depth 
at left side bank             

h=47cm

Torii sluiceway

Legend (peak)
Max. water depth (m)

~   

Torii B.

Max. overflow depth 
at right side bank

h=34cm

10.95m

10.90m

10.85m

10.80m
10.70m

10.60m

Left Bank Right Bank 62

Relationship between overtopping duration time 
and water depth at Torii site

4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

0.5

0.0
0 5 10 15 20

：左岸5.50 km 地点

：右岸5.36 km 地点
（最大越流水深地点）

：破損したが破堤せず

：軽、無被害

：円山川右岸 13.2 km
越流水深  約0.4 m・・ヒアリング結果

越流時間  約4時間・・1次元不定流計算 
　　　　　　水位とLPデータより算出

破線は越流水深60cm、
越流時間３時間の点を
とおり越流流量が一定
となるように引いた線

越流時間（ hour）

越
流
水
深
（

m
）

Overtopping duration time (hour)

Ov
er

to
pp

in
g 

w
at

er
 d

ep
th

 (m
)

Right bank (34cm)
(Max. depth point)

Left bank (47cm)

Right bank at Tachino site (Maruyama R.)

Overtopping duration time: 4 hours (1-D simulation)

Overtopping depth: 40cm (questionnaire)

Damaged but not breached 

No damage or slight damag

This curve is drawn to have the 
coordinates (0.6m, 3 hours) 
under the condition of the 
constant overtopping discharge.

3

0.6
bank breach 
risk zone

Safe zone

by experiments
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Bank Breach Process at Tachino Site

Bank breach section
(looking downstream)

Eroded landside terrace 
by overtopping flow

Bank width decreased into 2/3

Terrace slid and removed resulting 
in the progress of erosion
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Measures against levee breach
●Strengthening the levee itself and making the levee not to be 
easily breached by overtopping and seepage flow

●Reducing the water discharge in the river by improving the river 
course, constructing dams and retarding pond, etc. resulting in 
the decrease of overtopping phenomenon itself.

●Careful management of the levee height, countermeasures 
against subsidence to keep levee height, etc

●Improving and strengthening houses not to be easily washed 
away, not to be easily inundated, etc. 

Structural

●Proper landuse well balanced with flood control plan

●Data acquisition on flood information, evacuation orders, etc, 
and keeping the information transmission tool.
●Preparation of flood hazard map and its effective utilization

Non-
structural

●Improvement of the accuracy of weather forecast, and effective 
utilization of the information (implement X band radars) 65

Thank you for your kind attention!
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